
Zone numbers are the order in which the rooms appear in the ModelIt browser list:  

 
 
They start from 0 and will be changed when you reorder the room list or make changes to the 
room’s geometry.  
Index number is the number of the room when you count from the top of the space list. They start 
from 1 and so index number will be a zone number plus 1. Index numbers are referenced in formula 
profiles (see APPro user guide for details).  
Room ID is a unique ID given to a zone when it is created. You can view it in the space bar in ModelIt 
(see screenshot above) or by right clicking in the room browser and selecting ‘Display room ID’ 
option. You cannot change the room ID but it will be updated automatically when you modify room 
geometry (e.g. when you delete a surface and then rebuild it).   
 

  



If you modify your geometry or reorder you room list after creating formula profiles (which 
reference to room index number) you may need to update the information in the formula profiles 
and it can be confusing to identify which index number refers to which room.   
You can obtain all zone numbers and room IDs from a tabular room data and after exporting the 
data to excel you can see the index number. Exporting the data to excel will make it easier to 
compare room IDs and identify the changes in room index numbers in order to update your formula 
profiles.  
Firstly, select all rooms and open ‘Tabular Room Data’ by clicking at the icon. The first two 
columns will display the Room ID and Room Name. The space number will not be displayed 
automatically but you can make it visible – right click on any of the columns heading and choose the 
‘Manage Columns’ option.  
 

 
Then go to ‘Group – Room Data’ tab and add ‘Room Counts’ to your ‘Currently Used Tabs’.  

 



Click OK and the ‘Room Counts’ tab will be added to your Tabular Room Data tabs. The first column 
will be ‘Room #’ which is a space number as displayed in ModelIt browser (if it is not right click on 
any of the columns >> Manage Columns>> Tab – Room Counts tab >> add  ‘Room #’ to ‘Currently 
Used Columns’ >> OK). 
You can then click ‘Copy data from current tab’ and paste it to a spreadsheet (delete unnecessary 
columns). 

  
If necessary create extra column for index number (space number +1). You can then copy the data 
from Tabular room data and paste it to spreadsheet every time you modify the geometry and the 
room list in order to compare the ID and index number and update your formula profiles.  
 

 


